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Spacex launch schedule today

LAST UPDATE Jan. 1: These dates are subject to change, and will be updated throughout the year as fermet date arrives. Please do not schedule trips based on a date you see here. Launch dates are collected from NASA, ESA, Roscosmos, Spaceflight Now and others. Watch NASA webcasts and other live launch covers on our Watch Live page, and our sky webcasts here.
Find out what's up in the sky this month with our visible planets guides and skywatching forecast. Wondering what happened today in Space History? Check out our To This Day of Space video show here!Jan. 2: Happy Period Day! Earth is closer to the sun today. Jan. 2-3: The Quadrantid meteor shower peaks.Jan. 4: A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch the Turksat 5A satellite
communication for the Turkish satellite satellite Turksat operator. It will rise from Cape Canaveral Space Station Strength in Florida, to a four-hour launch window that opens at 8:27 p.m. EST (0127 Jan. 5 GMT). Watch him liveJan. 6: Cygnus Spacecraft Northrop Grumman of the Cygnus CRS-14 cargo responsive spacecraft will participate in the International Space Station and
burn up in Earth's atmosphere. Space astronauts will use the Canadarm2 robotic arm to release the Cygnus from the station at 10:10 a.m. EST (1410 GMT). Watch him liveJan. 11: SpaceX's Dragon CRS-21 cargo spacecraft response will surpass the International Space Station at 9:25 a.m. EST (1325 GMT) and return to Earth for a parachute-assist splashdown in the Atlantic
Ocean. Watch him liveJan. 13: The new moon arrives at night EST (0400 GMT).Jan. 21: The Moon, Mars and Uranus will make a close approach to the evening sky. The trio will be above horizons in the northwestern after sunset. May 17: Mercury's largest eastern elongation. The inner planet will reach its oldest eastern rift from the sun, shining bright in the magnitude-0.7. Catch
the planet above the western horizon shortly after sundown.Jan. 27: Mercury reaches its highest point in the evening sky, shining bright in magnitude -0.7. See it just above the northwestern horizon after sunset. January 28: The full moon in January, known as the Full Wolf Moon, arrives at 2:16 p.m. EST (1916 GMT). Also scheduled for launch in January (from Spaceflight Now): A
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch the Trans 1 rideshare mission with dozens of small satellites for commercial and government customers. It will lift up from Cape Canaveral Space Station strength in Florida.A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch approximately 60 satellites for SpaceX's broadband network, a designated Starlink 16 mission. It will rise from Cape Canaveral Space
Station Strength to Florida.February 2021Feb. 1: Northrop Grumman will use an Antares rocket to launch NG-15 cargo spacecraft response spacecraft to the international spacecraft. It will rise from NASA's Wallops flight facility to Virginia.Feb. 11: The new moon arrives at 2:06 p.m. EST (1906 GMT).Feb. 15: A Russian Soyuz rocket will launch the 77P cargo response progress of
the International Space Station from Cosmodrome in Baikonur to Kasakshstan. Watch it live. 18: Contrary to the moon and Mars. Just a day before reaching first phase season, The moon climbs to about 4 degrees south of Mars in the sky tonight.Feb. 27: The full moon in February, known as the full Sky Moon, arrives at 3:17 a.m. EST (0817 GMT).28 February: Mercury reaches its
highest point in morning sky, bright bright in magitude 0.1. Catch the innermost planet above the eastern horizons shortly before sundown. Also scheduled to launch in February (from Spaceflight Now): An arianespace Vega rocket, designated VV18, will launch the Neo Pléiades 1 Earth satellite observation for Airbus and several rideshare payloads. The mission will be lifted from
Guiana space near Kourou, French Guiana.Arianespace will use an Ariane 5 ECA rocket, designated VA254, launching Star Honor D2 and Eutelsat Quantum communications satellites from the Guiana space near Kourou, French Guiana.A Emirate Alliance Atlas V rocket will launch the STP-3 rideshare mission for the U.S. space. It will arise from Cape Canaveral Space Force of
Florida.March 2021March 4: Arianespace will use a 5 ECA ECA rocket, designated VA254, launching the Star Honors D2 and Eutelsat Quantum satellite communications from Guiana space near Kourou, French Guiana.March 6: Mercury's largest western estrangement. The inner planet will reach its greatest western rift from the sun, shining bright in the magnitude 0.1. Catch the
elisive planet above the eastern horizons shortly before sundown. March 9: Contrary to Moon and Saturn. The leap moon will sway about 4 degrees to the south of Saturn in the dawn sky. March 10: Contrast to the moon and Jupiter. The leap moon will sway about 4 degrees South Of Sky's Jipiter day. 13 March: The new moon arrives at 5:21 a.m. EST (1021 GMT). March 19:
Contrary to the moon and Mars. The crescent moon is balancing about 2 degrees south of Mars in the evening sky. March 20: Venal Ekinox. Today marks the first Spring Day in the Northern Hemisphere and the first day of the Southern Hemisphere autoum. March 14: Time saving time begins. Turn your clock in front of one hour at 2 a.m. local. March 28: The full moon on Mars,
known as the Full Moon, arrives at 2:48 p.m.m. EDT (1817 GMT). March 28: Venus reaches its greatest brightness in its 2021 evening appearance, shining bright in the magnitude -3.9. Catch the planet just above the western horizons of sundown. March 29: An Alliance Emirates Atlas V rocket will launch the CST-100 Starliner space station on its second unprecedented mission to
the International Space Station, following a partial failure in December 2019. Orbital flight test 2 mission will be lifted from Cape Canaveral Space Station Force of Florida.March 30: SpaceX will launch the second operational flight at Crews dragon spacecraft for the International Space Station. Flying over the Crew-2 mission will be NASA astronauts Shane Kimbrough and Megan
McArthur, JAXA astronauts Akihiko Hoshide and ESA astronauts Thomas Pesquet.Also scheduled to launch in March (from Spaceflight Now): Au.S. Air Force and Northrop Grumman Minotaur 1 rocket will launch a satellite cargo classified spy for the U.S. National Reconnaissance Office. It will rise to 0B Pad 0B at NASA's Wall flight facility at Wallops Island, Virginia.A Unite
Alliance Atlas V rocket will launch the USSF-8 mission for NASA's Space Geosynchronous Space Awareness Program (GSSAP). It will arise from Space Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Space Station Force of Florida.A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch a dragon cargo mission responsive (CRS-222) at the International Space Station. It will rise from Cape Canaveral
Space Force of Florida.April 201April 6: Concordion to the moon and Saturn. The leap moon will sway about 4 degrees to the south of Saturn in the dawn sky. April 7: Contempt of the moon with Jupiter. The leap moon will sway about 4 degrees South Of Sky's Jipiter day. April 10: A Russian Soyuz rocket will launch the spacecraft crewed Soyuz MS-18 spacecraft at the
International Space Station and Russian cosmonauts Oleg Novitsky, Pyotr Dubrov and Andrei Borisenko. It will rise from Cosmodrom to Baikonur in Kazakhstan.April 11: The new moon arrives at 10:31 p.m. EDT (0231 April 12 GMT). April 17: The Linar Occupation of March. The moon's leap will shortly pass ahead of planet Mars in order to skywatchers in parts of Asia. Elsewhere
in the world, the moon will make a close approach to Mars. Look for fear of the above western horizons after sundown. April 21-22: Lyrid the meteor shower peak. April 26: The full moon in April, known as the Full Moon, arrives at 11:32 p.m. EDT (0332 April 27 GMT). May 2021May 3: Contrast to the Moon and Saturn. Last quarter the moon will sway approximately 4 degrees to
the south of the sun's sky. May 4: Congestion to the moon and of Jupiter. The leap moon will sway about 4 degrees South Of Sky's Jipiter day. May 4: Star Wars Day. (May the fourth be with you.) May 4-5: State of the Aquarid meteor shower peak. May 11: The new moon arrives at 3 p.m. EDT (1900 GMT). May 15: Mercury reaches its highest point in the sky tonight, shining
bright in magnitude 0.3. Watch it just above the western horizons right after sunset. May 16: Contrast the moon and Mars. The crescent moon is balancing about 2 degrees south of Mars in the evening sky. May 17: Mercury's largest eastern elongation. The inner planet will reach its older eastern rift from the sun, shining bright in the magnitude 0.3. Catch the elisive planet above
the western horizons shortly after sundown. May 26: The full moon May, known as the Full Flower Moon, arrives at 7:14 a.m. EDT (1114 A total dine eclipse, also known as a San Moon, will be visible from Australia, parts of the western United States, western South America and Asia Sides.Me 30: The Conjonction of the Moon and Saturn. The gibbous warning moon will sway
about 4 degrees to the south of Saturn in the dawn sky. Also scheduled to launch in March (from Spaceflight Now): A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch a Lookup Dragon Cargo Mission (CRS-22) at the International Space Station. It will rise from Cape Canaveral Space Force of Florida.June 2021June 1: Conjunction to the moon and Jupiter. Just a day before the arrival of last
phase season, the gibbous warning moon will sway about 5 degrees south of Jupiter's early morning sky. June 10: The new moon arrives at 6:53 a.m. EDT (1053 GMT). June 10: A cancelled solar eclipse, also known as a ring of eclipse fire, will be visible from parts of Russia, Greenland and northern Canada. Skywatchers in North Asia, Europe and the United States will see a
partial eclipse. June 13: Contrast to the moon and Mars. The crescent moon is balancing about 3 degrees to the south of the Mars in the evening sky. June 20: The solstice arrives at 11:16 p.m. EDT (0316 June 21 GMT), which marks the first day of summer in the Northern Hemisphere and the first day of southern secretary. June 24: The full moon in June, known as the Full
Strawberry Moon, arrives at 2:40 p.m. EDT (1940 GMT). June 27: Contrast to the moon and Saturn. The gibbous warning moon will sway about 4 degrees to the south of Saturn in the dawn sky. June 28: Contrast to the moon and Jupiter. The gibbous warning moon will sway about 4 degrees South of The Jipiter in the dawn sky. Also scheduled to launch in June (from Spaceflight
Now): Boeing plans to launch the first test creed test of its Starliner spacecraft, Who will send Boeing astronauts Chris Ferguson and NASA astronauts Mike Fincke and Nicole Mann to the International Space Station on an Atlas V. mission will be lifted from Cape Canaveral Space Station to Florida.July 5 : Happy Affection Day! Earth is further away from the sun today. July 9:
Mercury reached its highest point in the morning sky, shining bright in magitude 0.3. See it just above the tuzzle horizon just before sunrise. July 10: The new moon arrives at 9:16 p.m. EDT (0116 July 11 GMT) July 12: Contrasting the moon with Venus. The leap moon will pass about 3 degrees north to VenusJuly 23: The full moon in July, known as the full moon buck, arrives at
10:37 p.m. EDT (1437 GMT). July 24: Contrast to the moon and Saturn. Last quarter the moon will sway approximately 4 degrees to the south of the sun's sky. July 25: Contrast to the moon and Jupiter. The leap moon will sway about 4 degrees South Of Sky's Jipiter day. More come in 2021... Q1: A Lab electron lab rocket will be launched on its first mission from a new launch
pad in the mid-Atlantic Space in Wallops Island, Virginia. It will launch an experimental mission to the U. S. Space Test Program called Monolith, which carries a space weather instrument. Early 2021: China's Satellite Launch Satellite (SSLV) will launch on its first test from the Satish Dhawan Space Center in Sriharikota, India.Early 2021: A Delta IV Heavy Rocket Alliance Unit will
launch a classified spy satellite for the U.S. National Reconnaissance Office. The mission, titled NROL-82, will be lifted from Cape Canaveral Space Station force in Florida.Q2: A heavy Falcon SpaceX rocket will launch the USSF-44 mission for the U.S. Air Force. The mission will be lifted from Kennedy Kennedy Space Center in Florida and hopes to deploy two charges included
in jeosynchronous obites. Q2: A United Alliance Atlas V rocket will launch the fifth U.S. military space-based infrared satellite geosynchronous system, or SBIRS GEO 5, from cape Canaveral Space Station force at Florida.Mid-2021: An Arianespace Vega rocket will launch the CRES 2 satellite for the Italian space agency. It will rise from the Guiana Space Center near Kourou,
French Guiana. Mid-2021: A Russian Soyuz rocket will launch the Progress 78P cargo spacecraft for the International Space Station of Kosmodrom in Baikonur in Kazakhstan.Please send any editing, updates or suggest adding the hweitering@space.com. Follow Space.com for the latest in space science and exploration news on Twitter @Spacedotcom and on Facebook.
Facebook.
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